Leadership Circle meeting
At Trinity United Church, Vernon
Wednesday June 2, 2010
Present: Jim Hannah, Lily Watson, Judith Hardcastle, Ivy Thomas, Ian Fraser, Dawne Taylor,
Jim Taylor
Regrets received: none
Judith called the meeting to order at 10:17 a.m..
Jim had not planned to talk about the Celebration of Ministry event, but did. He vented a few
frustrations about the process, the timing, the decision-making, and the permissible garb. We
commiserated.
Jim T led us in a brief devotional based on Proverbs 8, God’s creation of Wisdom (Sophia) as a
partner from the very beginning.
Judith outlined some items for an agenda:
• Visioning for LC
• Transformative leadership workshop, speakers etc
• Triennium work, how it is affecting us
o Correspondence about Nora Sanders, etc.
• Joint discussion with MT, Thursday
• Review of questionnaire from Presbytery
• Planning October Presbytery meeting
• Gifts and Callings: Worship animation team
• Structure of Presbytery, roles and responsibilities: MT vs LC
• Update of policy re working units
• LLWLs, Dawne, has heard absolutely nothing. Got one questionnaire back from one
LLWL.
• New Business
Dawne requested that an agenda be set up and sent out to members beforehand.
Minutes
Moved Jim/seconded Dawne, carried: that we adopt the minutes of the March meeting, as
circulated and corrected on the master copy.
Announcements
BC Conference 2011, are still looking for a local chair for Penticton. To date we do not have
one. Financially and facility-wise, Penticton was way better than Kamloops; personnel-wise, vice
versa.
Ian Fraser reported that he had been contracted by BC Conference to do an audit of compliance
to the Conference governance model. This is done about every three years.

Consideration of the Triennium report, from Nora Sanders, General Secretary
Ivy explained that Nora Sanders was charged with looking at how we can move forward
as a church, financial challenges, etc, into a mode of abundance rather than survival.
Nora had several proposals (summarized):
-- curb spending, 15 pages thereof, specifics sent to GC Executive, who approved them.
-- focus on identity and connection, greater range of ministry possibilities
-- initiate consultative processes to redefine courts of church
-- hold GC meetings for shaping denominational identify
-- shift pastoral relations from Presbytery to Conference, with different models
-- encourage greater range of ministry possibilities outside of traditional congregational
ministries
-- establish a New Ministries fund
-- implement a People And Partnership project for mission
-- simplify our processes, to reduce the size and complexity of the Manual
Ian explained that this is the second time that GC Executive has tried to do some long-term
planning, instead of lurching along year to year. Over 85% of GC office funding comes from
M&S, which has flatlined for 20 years at around $30 million. About half of that is used for
staffing expenses. The other half is grants: global partners, education, conferences, etc.
As inflation pushes up the fixed costs, the capacity of GC to do its other work is impeded.
Tinkering with cuts here and there will not work. There was felt a need to make some major
changes. That resulted in some cuts to grants and staffing. The same is happening again this time
around.
Salaries have been frozen – no cost of living or increments coming.
The things that will affect us (Ivy)
-- already working on simplifying the Manual; it should be done in three months. The Manual
will be split into Policies and Procedures.
-- theological institutions face cuts, including VST. Grants are now only 4% of VST budget. The
support will to have to come from other ways.
-- home missions grants have been cut by 10%.
-- human resources moves out of Presbytery into Conference. This will probably shift onto the
Conference Minister in the various Presbyteries. It removes from Presbyteries the potential
conflict when your peers could be in judgement of your performance. Ian says that we have to
find better ways for Presbyteries and Conferences to work together. They have to become, in
some senses, an unofficial single level.
Jim H notes that we are going to have to make and re-make these decisions during the next dozen
years. Ian says that at the moment, the polity is holding us back.
Ivy noted a greater range of ministry possibilities; opening the door to alternative kinds of
communities of faith. The new ministries fund consists of $1 million
The report requires no specifics of us. It’s a done deal. Our job is to keep aware of the
possibilities, and to see how we dovetail with its recommendations.

Jim T notes that we are already doing some of these. Transformative Leadership
Workshops is one. David Webber’s work in New Zealand is another. The questionnaire to
congregation about what they would do if they didn’t have a minister, or a building, would they
still have a ministry of any kind also explores innovative ministries
For example, Ivy noted that Celista is theoretically is a shared Anglican/United parish,
but also includes Lutherans Catholics, Pentecostals, Unitarians. They have a retired Anglican
priest who does Anglican communion once amonth, United once a month, four or five lay
leaders. Attendance 40-50 a Sunday, in a building that will hold 40 – this goes beyond a shared
ministry, to a full ecumenical ministry.
Jim H points out that awareness is the first thing we need to look at. Many congregations
just don’t get it yet. Maybe we need to do coaching visits rather than oversight visits.
Ivy notes that Cariboo has taken a lead from Kootenay, and has gone beyond it. They’re
training lay people beyond the worship leadership model, to do pastoral care,
Oversight visits rarely give the whole story. Judith would like to hear more stories of the
various places.
Lily described how Lumby has used the Emerging Spirit, Wonder Café, etc., to build
evenings during the week. But the Sunday morning congregation has started to decline at the
same time. The problem is the level of commitment and energy within the congregation; they are
facing burnout.
Judith talked about the way that St. Andrew’s Wesley and Canadian Memorial are
exploding with energy and new programs.
Function of Leadership Circle
The idea behind this group is to decide where we want rhw Presbytery to go, and we tell the
management Team that we want to do it. In practice, it was felt, they tell us what they’re doing,
and we try to fill the cracks and holes. This did not feel satisfactory.
We broke for lunch at 12:00, and ran a check-in from about 12:30 to 1:30.
Working units
There was some animated discussion about the functions of working units, the budgets
for them, the mission of the Presbytery, etc.
Working units need a working, committed core, who are on-going. It makes no sense to
have a different working unit gathered at each Presbytery meeting, with no assurance that those
people will be available again at the next meeting.
Christian Formation (Lily’s responsibility) needs to have somebody willing to take notes,
so that the information can be sent around to other chairs and committees.
We have a problem in that we don’t hear what the working units are doing, what the
congregations are doing. We are charged with spending 30% of our time listening – but how do
we do that. Jim T argues that we need to invite working units or congregations to come to meet
with us.
Discussion of imported leaders, and implications for operating
Peter Short was not available. So we go to Janet. MT said we don’t have the funding to
hire someone for that much money. We got approval for $2000. We make suggestions, but the
MT decides whether we have the money to do it.

Jim H noted that the block seems to occur only on financial matters. We are told we
cannot do things because there is no money there for it. We could instruct the MT to assign a
budget to LC for use.
It was suggested that if there is not enough budget, then it is the job of MT to go after the
money from other sources such as grants, or to find other means of raising money such as
charging fees for participants, raising presbytery fees, etc. The owner of the budget is the full
Executive; it is not the MT per se. If the full Executive wishes to change the budget, the
Executive has that right; the MT has to propose means of letting that happen.
Ian outlined a sequence: vision, priorities, goals, which lead to budget – which is the
bottom of the pile. The budget needs to be a tool to achieve the goals. Our task is to see how well
the budget corresponds to the goals, priorities, visions, etc. Jim T argues that budgets are often
put together from fixed factors, to which we are committed come hell or high water, and the rest
of the budget is what’s left over.
Several people commented that for the first time they had a clear understanding of what
the Leadership Circle was supposed to be doing.
Our group should be looking only at the “end” not the means. Our job is to identify
transformational ministries, then take it out to all congregations.
Lily offered a model of how to define policy.
a) these are the fences of the things that you must do
b) these are the fences that define the things you must not do.
c) everything in between is up to your creativity. Do whatever you can within the bounds of
those two fences.
Our job as Leadership Circle is to stimulate people into exercising that creativity.
Part of our policy making is to say that Transformative Ministry is our priority for the
next two and a half years.
Ivy’s questionnaire developed a sequence
• Facing realities
• Connecting to the wider world
• Moving Forward
• Visioning
• Leadership
• Spiritual Practice – these two are the underpinning for everything else
• Worship
3:15 p.m. Welcomed Karen Medland and Marion Hollingshead to the meeting.
Judith summarized the discussions of the morning.
Purposes of the Leadership Circle
• Set visions, priorities, goals – or whatever the terms are in the policy manuals.
• Set policies
• Plan meetings
Jim T urges inviting a Working Unit to meet with us each meeting, so that we can actually hear
what they are doing, and what are the difficulties that they encounter in trying to fulfill their
mandate.

Judith wonders if this would constitute bypassing the Discipleship Coordinator, Norma
Fraser. Theoretically, all of the units are accountable to the Discipleship Coordinator. We’re not
clear how this would be part of the listening function.
Karen feels that there is a disconnect between congregations and presbytery. Presbytery
is going off doing its own thing, and congregations only get attention
a) if they are doing something exciting and innovative, or
b) if they are in trouble.
Her delegates enjoyed the pre-presbytery workshop and the follow-up to it, but not the plenary
discussions.
Lily suggests that there should be a plenary time for congregational sharing. We could do
it as a mixer.
Jim H is glad that we no longer have tedious reports that look backward. But we should
now have reporting that looks forward. You’re not allowed to say a word about what you’ve
done, but you can speak about what you’re looking ahead to. This applies more to working units
than to congregations. Maybe if congregations realized that there are a lot of congregations
looking for ways to change, they might be less likely to feel that they are totally alone.
Transformative Workshop Guest Speakers (reprise)
Our job is not to choose the speakers, but to define where we want to go. We can make
suggestions.
We may want to have a representative to work with members of the Management Team
to collaborate on the selection and arrangements, and then hand it over to the MT to complete.
We had discussion about whether LC and MT should meet separately or together. We
feel a need to meet on our own to do visioning. We also need to meet together so that we can all
get on board the same bandwagon, and not work at cross purposes. The preference seems to be to
meet less often, for longer times.
Judith suggests three meetings, each of two days. Lily would rather have reasonable
hours over two days than one loooooong day.
Lay worship leaders
Dawne talked about the questionnaire that went to all LLWLs, congregations, and
ministers. They asked if anyone could identify persons who might be suitable for these programs.
The letter of endorsement to the E&S committee is to be by June 30. The course will take
place in the Fall, at a place to be determined.
LLWLs are being involved in congregations that have no regular ministry. Worship is the
heartbeat of the congregation. If they can do it themselves, fine, but let’s make sure it is quality
worship. Dawne is concerned that one person becomes the de facto minister of that congregation.
The program specifies that an LLWL can only preach in a congregations three weeks in a row.
Pastoral relations should push those congregations to start the process of declaring a vacancy and
seeking professional leadership.
Jim wants us to spend more time on visioning, of what we want to achieve, not jumping to how
we’re going to achieve it.
We imagine communities of faith that bubble with creativity and vitality, exploring
worship, community, and responsibility
Equipping leaders for transformational leadership

Equipping congregations to benefit from transformational leadership
Then we have X working units, which undertake these sub-tasks.
Healthy congregations and more
We’re not looking so much for transformational leaders as transformed congregations, for
which we need a particular kind of leader.
Some people are asking how they can change. Others are asking, why bother? They are
comfortable as they are.
We were challenged to define, in 30 words or less, how we imagine a perfect
congregation. Three of us accepted the challenge.
Our mission statement is not really about healthy congregations but healthy disciples –
that will generate healthy congregations. Discipleship and congregation are linked, they can’t be
done one without the other. So what we need to consider is “healthy”.
Converting people to Christ is irrelevant. Bringing illumination to their thinking, their
values, their ethics, is crucial. Fred Beauchner says that ministry comes when our deepest
yearnings meet the world’s deepest hungers.
What is the motivating factor behind our questioning? Are we just trying to fill our pews
again? Or are we looking at the deeper issue, of who are we, and what are our responsibilities as
disciples of Christ?
Leadership is not necessarily to do things. It is to organize the people so that they can
work together, whether or not they understand what they are doing, or why. If they don’t have a
sense of what they’re called to, it will die.
Jim T quoted David Crawley, that community results not from proximity but
organization.
Jim H: some congregations simply want someone to chaplain them to death, which is fine
as long as they quit bemoaning the lack of young people. Marion says that it’s not just that
they’re getting old, but that they’re tired.
We adjourned at 5:00 p.m. for supper, to reconvene with the Management Team as a full
Executive tomorrow morning.

Judith Hardcastle
Chair

Jim Taylor
Note taker
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